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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
OBJECTIVES 
FE Magazine’s objective is to keep all our readers updated with a month to month review of the latest in 

information on today's commodity world. 

 

 
Our other objective is to publish past and current commodity information to buyers, sellers, broker’s 

and traders, also review companies that  are involved in today’s commodity Market. 

 
 

COLUMNISTS 
Our Columnists will bring you an up to date review of the world of commodities. 

 

 
OUR MAIN GOAL 
Our main goal is to help trader’s and companies build a reliable business network around the 

world. 

 
Our Customer Support Team is always at your disposal in helping you against any inquiries or 

issues you may have in read  reading FE Magazine. 

fem@first-edge.co.uk 

 
NOTICE BOARD 
Notice Board is designed to place notices about any product you might be looking sell and buy.  

 
If you have any question’s or need further information on how to place your product on notice 

board, please do not hesitate to contact us. fem@first-edge.co.uk 

 

 
LEADING NEWS 
Quick News points out what’s happening in today’s commodity market place and other area’s. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

FE Magazine Disclosures 
Please note all the services described herein list possible service features and/or sample institutions for informa-
tion purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms may or may not con-
tain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.  
 
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in  our magazine or our 
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative pur-
poses and you agree to consult with your legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or any 
kind. 

Please be advised that FE Magazine will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to::       
 INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services, RCMP, New 

Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad,  Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law Enforcement Agency in your 
area. 

mailto:fem@first-edge.co.uk
mailto:fem@first-edge.co.uk
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Credit Suisse—not just a subsidiary but the parent—has plead guilty of conspiring to help 
Americans evade taxes. Plus, Switzerland’s second-largest bank more than triples the $780 

million fine UBS paid over similar charges. But while UBS got off with a deferred prosecution 
agreement—criminal charges against it were quietly dropped in 2010—Switzerland’s Num-

ber 2 bank will carry a felony conviction. 

Some heads will surely roll, but perhaps not CEO Brady Dougan and Chairman Urs Rohner. 
UBS changed top management after its deal, and this one is far bigger and involves a guilty 
plea to criminal charges. But whatever the cost, the key benefit for Credit Suisse is getting 

the inevitable deal behind it and still being allowed to operate in the U.S. 

Even so, pleading guilty to a crime carries a taint, so there is speculation over whether the 

bank’s ratings or business will suffer.  

Yet in Switzerland, where bank secrecy used to prevail, concepts of what violates Swiss law 
have metamorphosed in recent years. The IRS took on Swiss banking and won. And that is 

that. The important thing seems to be to move on. 

The IRS wins big. Plus, the IRS earns dividends in the form of account holders applying for 
amnesty. And for the IRS, it isn’t just Switzerland, but everywhere now that FATCA has ex-
panded U.S. tentacles almost worldwide. Attorney General Eric Holder wins big too, getting 
the benefit of a guilty plea. He can’t be accused of letting another big bank off the hook for 

being too big to fail. 

The U.S. Treasury and New York State both make out well. Credit Suisse will pay nearly 
$1.8 billion to the Justice Department, $100 to the Federal Reserve, and a whopping $715 

million to New York’s Department of Financial Services.  

The latter is a particularly big winner, particularly considering that it was the newest entrant 
in the hunt for Credit Suisse. It only recently queried the bank’s statements to New York au-

thorities. 

But New York regulators have some authority to revoke licenses in the wake of a criminal 
conviction. Having the clout to revoke a bank’s license to operate in New York is a big stick. 
It could give New York’s Department of Financial Services and chief Benjamin Lawsky even 

more power in the future. 

Credit Suisse Avoids Death in U.S. and Pays 
$2.6 Billion Fine, But UBS Was Luckier 
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Under the deal, Credit Suisse’s parent must plead guilty to a conspiracy charge, admitting 
that it fostered U.S. tax evasion. That may sound similar to what UBS said, but for UBS it 

was in a deferred prosecution agreement, not a guilty plea.  

UBS also turned over accounts and names. It seems hard to imagine that Credit Suisse will 

not be forced to as well. 

The UBS deal launched a raft of IRS disclosure initiatives that netted the U.S. billions in 

taxes and penalties.  

But a parade of sheepish Swiss banks took a deal that means full disclosure of American 
accounts and tiers of fines depending on how aggressively the banks behaved. The deal 
was not offered to the 14 Swiss banks under U.S. investigation, but 106 Swiss institutions 

took the IRS deal by the Dec. 31, 2013, deadline. 

The experience of UBS, Wegelin and Bank Frey surely meant resistance would be expen-
sive, futile or both. For Credit Suisse and other ineligible banks, though, the pressure was 

mounting.  

The U.S. indicted current and former Credit Suisse bankers, and Credit Suisse had already 
struck a $196.5 million deal with the SEC over cross-border brokerage and investment ser-

vices to U.S. clients. There too, Credit Suisse admitted wrongdoing. 

Credit Suisse recently set aside 425 million francs ($476 million) to settle the Justice Depart-
ment probe, in addition to 295 million francs for U.S. tax matters in 2011. But as it’s turned 

out, much bigger dollars will be sent stateside. 

Credit Suisse Avoids Death in U.S. and Pays 
$2.6 Billion Fine, But UBS Was Luckier 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-02-23/four-swiss-bankers-indicted-by-u-s-in-tax-conspiracy-case.html


 

 

Email: info@pl2l.net 

Contact Information 

Website: www.pl2l.net 
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A Member of the African Lion Group of Companies 

African Lion Investment Holdings was formed with the sole purpose of developing and 
marketing  technology solutions for the African Continent at large covering the Mining and 

Exploration sectors as well as to facilitating structured finance for companies in and around 
Africa. 
 
Due to the numerous years of dealing with the Top 30 Mining companies in Africa, African 
Lion has an in depth perceptive of the political climates as well as commercial trends within 
the African continent and as such consults to international Clients. 

African Lion Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd, 
PVT Bag X03, Lyndhurst, Johannesburg, 
South Africa, 2090 

Mr. Ryan Patrick Long 
Fax +27 86 6165263 
Email ryan@africanlionholdings.com 
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SASSY INCORPORATED PS & FIRST EDGE LTD  
YOUR BRIDGE TO SUCCESS  

 
ABOUT BOND FUNDING: 144A Bond Funding is a fast, low cost, non-recourse way 
to finance many type of  

 

144A Bond Funding 

 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
INTEREST:  
PROCESS:  
Send preliminary package, Bond questionnaire and POF for fee amount  
Multiple conference calls  
Bond company analysis and pre-underwrite If bond company issues a positive opinion in 2-3 weeks  
Bond company engaged and bond underwriting fee paid  
Bond created  
Funding  
 
To date 100% of all applicants have had their bonds funded.  
The average funding time is 90 days form application to funding.  
Client can recoup the 7k per mill underwriting fee through funding  
 
* 144A: A 1990 SEC rule that facilitates the resale of privately placed securities that are without SEC 
registration. The rule was designed to develop a more liquid and efficient institutional resale market 
for unregistered  
                                  For more info contact: karie.elsasser@gmail.com or dm@first-edge.co.uk  
 
DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE TAILORED TO 

MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE 
CONSTRUED AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR ANY PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. 
SUGGEST THAT YOU CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 

 

 

Eligible Projects:  
 
- Stabilized real estate  
- Construction  
- Rehab  
- Agriculture  
- Mines  
- Oil & gas  
- Energy  
- Non-RE such as technology,  
pharmaceutical, major business  
acquisition/expansion  

Highlights  
 

Territory:  
Amount:  
Underwriting Fee:  
Terms:  
Points:  

Worldwide  
$10M-500M +  
$7K/million funded Fee capped at $140,000  
Up to 30 years amortized with balloon payment (negotiable)  
6-8% (not including intermediary fees)  
Client is responsible, at client expense, for any and all  
reports, appraisals and any other type of third party compi- 
lation about the project.  
5% TO 7%  

Benefits of a 144A Bond Offering:  
 
- 100% LTV  
- No personal guarantee  
- No credit checks  
- No asset verification  
- No loss of equity in your business  
- Quick turn around time – often 90 days  
- Low underwriting fee  
- Flexible repayment terms  
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 First Edge is now able to supply                                                                        
SBLC/BG to cover most commodity transactions. 

 

Below are examples of our recommend a multi-billion dollar private banking who we are in 
direct contact with? 
 
General Equity Building Society  (Private Banking)  http://www.general-equity.com/ 
Head Office New Zealand, Level 4, 17 Albert Street,  Auckland 1010, New Zealand. 
Swift Code : GEBSNZ2A or GEBSNZ2 
The bank and has over $6 billion in assets and corresponds with many Top 
Tier World Banks, such as Societe Generale and Standard Bank SA. 
 
SBLC/BG COSTS INCLUDING MT760 DELIVERY: 
 

90 Days 6%     

180 Days 8%    

365 Days 9.5% 

Brokers can add up to 2 points on top which will added to the contract and 
collected and paid directly to you from escrow. 
 
Funds are escrowed with bonded escrow agent in New York at HSBC, not 
touched until the instrument is delivered. In most cases no up front fees of any kind is required. 
 
Escrow Agent:  Seth Feldman, Esq.,  Feldman and Associates, PLLC, 33 E 33 Street, NY 
 
Most important is your banking destination. If we have this, we can note 
if we are relaying the instrument through a top bank and which one. 
 
Please get back to us at your convenience to discuss your requirements through a registered 
financier. 
Contact: Miss Steinberg,  Commodities, Project Financing Worldwide 
Main Monetary  
Negotiator, Intermediary  
First Edge                                         
www.first-edge.co.uk,   Email: alanna@first-edge.co.uk 
 
DISCLAIMER:  
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING  POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE  TAILORED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED 

AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU 
CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR. 
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Export U.S. Grains, Inc. is a network of professionals collectively 
committed to providing our clients agricultural commodities the 
world over. As both a Buyer and a Reseller, we know the 
importance of transparency and structure in every transaction. 
We provide our Buyers the security to source their commodity 
needs. This makes the buying process easier to engage with 
vetted, verified product and a comprehensive understanding of 
all that is involved in transactions involving countries throughout 
the world. 
 

 
Offering (Spot) and 12 month Contracts in Bulk Shipments with 

CIF pricing for 12,500MT – 25,000MT – 50,000MT shipments. 

 

 Brazilian ICUMSA 45 Sugar 
 

 Non-GMO Soybeans and Soymeal 
 

 GMO Soybeans and Soymeal 
 
Please contact us at info@exportgrains.com and visit our 
WEBSITE for additional Information about Export US Grains. Inc.   
 

www.ExportGrains.com 
 
We look forward to understanding your needs and establishing a 
business relationship with your company. We are committed to 
creating win-win scenarios for all who are associated with us. In 
an environment where most of the people in the industry are not 
who they claim to be, we pride ourselves in going the extra 
lengths necessary to insure we deliver as promised. Our 
commitment is building a relationship to which you can TRUST 
and DEPEND.   



 

 

There is a belief that central bank gold in the custody of the world’s leading central banks 
such as the Fed, the Bank of England and the Banque de France has been leased out to the 
market. Central Banks have confirmed this, but it remains a source of contention. Even 
where the gold of the world’s central banks are held in the world’s leading central banks in a 
custodial arrangement this is so and it is reasonable to assume that this could not be done 
without the gold’s owner’s permission. This is what we do know; 
  
In the first “Washington Agreement” and repeated in subsequent Central Bank Gold Agree-
ments [from 1999 to now and onto September 26th 2014], a principle laid down in these 
agreements was; 
  
“The signatories to this agreement have agreed not to expand their gold leasings and 
their use of gold futures and options over this period.” 
  

Does this mean that existing leases, once matured would not be ‘rolled over’? Or does it 
mean that the total number of leases covering a specific volume of gold would be ‘rolled 
over’ but not increased in volume?  
  
We think the latter, because the German Bundesbank was one of the signatories to all the 
Central Gold Agreements. Germany has requested that 150 tonnes of its gold be repatriated 
and has been told this will take seven years to achieve. The difficulty in repatriating this gold 
is not in transporting that much gold, but clearly in receiving back the gold leased out to the 
market. Last year saw only five tonnes of this gold make its way home to Germany. We be-
lieve that all the signatories of the Central Bank Gold Agreements are in the same position 
as Germany with all their gold currently leased into the gold market. 
  
Apart from Germany, which other central banks agreed to these terms in these agreements? 
  
The signatories to the gold agreements were; 
  
Oesterreichische National bank - Banque Nationale de Belgique - Suomen Pankki - 
Banca d’Italia - Banque centrale de Luxembourg - De Nederlandsche Bank - Banque 
de France - Deutsche Bundesbank - Central Bank of Ireland - Banco do Portugal - 
Banco de Espana - Sveriges Riksbank - Schweizerische Nationalbank - Bank of Eng-
land - European Central Bank 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Will central banks need to buy 
Gold back from the Market? 



 

 

We can draw the conclusion that there have been no increases in leasing futures and op-
tions overall since 1999 because none of them have increased their gold holdings in that 
period, but at that time the amount of gold leased into the market was all the gold in their 
reserves [so as to make a modest income on the holdings]. Why and how can we draw this 
conclusion? 
  
If this was not so, why could the central banks holding Germany’s gold, not deliver the ton-
nage of gold asked for by Germany immediately? If only a portion of that gold had been 
leased the balance not leased could have been delivered. But instead, only 5 tonnes of 
gold has been delivered back to Germany. The implication can only have one explanation 
and that is that all of it has been leased and only five tonnes of it has been returned to the 
Bundesbank. Some might argue that the gold needs to be re-refined. If that were the case 
then re-refining this gold would have produced far more than five tonnes in the last year. 
  
The clause in the Gold Agreements looks very much like attempts to misdirect our attention 
into thinking that only a portion of that gold had been leased. 
  
This has become even more apparent now that the details of the next Central Bank Gold 
Agreement have been released. No mention of leasing was made! 
  

Where to store central bank gold 
Gold investors may have thought that central banks hold and should hold their gold at 
home in their own central bank’s vaults. The reason central banks have gold in their re-
serves, in the first place is that if their local currency lost credibility internationally, they 
could turn to gold, in such extreme times. 
  
If that gold were at home, its ability to act as collateral or even to pay the nation’s bills 
would be impaired, because it would have to be shipped to potential creditors first. By hold-
ing gold outside the nation it is instantly available. That is, provided it is not leased out. Yes, 
creditors may well accept the ownership transfer of leased gold because the owner’s ability 
to access it would have been removed, already. But it would lessen its accessibility, unless 
it was accepted practice that central bank gold almost in its entirety was leased!  
  
The clear conclusion and only one that can be reached is that inevitably, all the gold of Ger-
many and that of other nations held outside their borders is leased out. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Will central banks need to buy 
Gold back from the Market? 



 

 

Counter-parties to central banks 
Who are the institutions to whom central banks lease their gold? They are the market mak-
ers, the Bullion Banks, who then onward lease the gold into the market to various counter-
parties. It is very possible that if the gold price were to take off, these counter-parties would 
not be able to retrieve or buy sufficient gold to return the gold thy leased. After all, China has 
absorbed so much of the gold available on the open market and elsewhere, particularly in 
the last year. 
  
So as to understand what potential situations could come about in the gold market we look 
back at the de-hedging process that took place among the gold mines who had hedged their 
production since 1985 though to 2005.  
  

Parallel situations – De Hedging 
Gold mining companies found such a situation after the gold price moved up through $400 
levels. It was at these levels that they had hedged their gold as the gold price was falling 
back from $850 to its low of $275 in 1999. Once the gold price moved through $400, the 
hedged position began to lose out on the rising gold price, much to the ire of their sharehold-
ers. To keep hold of such hedges would then have meant lost opportunities on the hedges 
and charges of speculation by gold mine executives. The gold miners who had hedged fu-
ture production covered the broad spectrum of the gold mining community. 
  
In all, the gold mines needed to find around 3,000 tonnes to de-hedge their positions com-
pletely. The gold market by itself did not have enough gold to accommodate the mining com-
panies. Gold production was not rising, nor has it, despite the huge jump in the gold price. 
This was because of the huge cost rises and political risks that had grown over time in the 
gold market. The accelerated production of gold since 1985 had plucked all the ‘low hanging 
fruit’ of gold deposits during that time. The same situation applies today.  
  
This is where the central banks stepped in. Under the “Washington Agreement” and the sub-
sequent two other Central Bank Gold Agreements, they came to the miner’s rescue through 
their sales of gold at 400 or 500 tonnes a year up until 2009 when the gold mining compa-
nies completed their de-hedging. That covered not just 3,000 tonnes of gold but saw the gold 
price run up from $400 to $1,200. In 2009 it was no coincidence that these European central 
banks stopped selling and all central bank selling of gold came to a halt. Central banks were 
wise in announcing the sales they did from 1999 onwards as this disguised the rescue of 
these gold miners very well. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Will central banks need to buy 
Gold back from the Market? 



 

 

 
Failing Counter-parties to leased gold agreements 
Now we see the central banks of the world fully committed to leasing gold as a source of in-
come. But the volumes we are talking about could approach up to the entire gold holdings of 
the world’s central banks, amounting to over 30,000 tonnes. 
  
Imagine if the gold price broke out to record highs over $2,000 an ounce or higher. How 
many of the current counter-parties to the leased gold deals would need to get hold of it in 
any way possible? We believe that the picture would parallel that seen amongst the miners 
in the first decade of this century.  
 
We expect that not just the counter-parties could be bankrupt but the bullion banks too. In 
turn the central banks would have to admit huge losses on their gold reserves, destabilizing 
the entire financial system. 
  
And, this time round, there would be no other central banks to come to their rescue with sup-
plies of gold! The gold market itself certainly does not have enough gold [annual production 
2,800+ tonnes per year] available. Even a massively spiraling gold price would not produce 
sufficient quantities of gold to cover even a small proportion of this leased gold. The hunt for 
ounces of gold would be on. 
  
This is where they need to find their gold from places other than the gold market. There is 
only one other place where they can attempt to source the gold from and that’s from you and 
other gold investors, dealers and custodians!  

www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Will central banks need to buy 
Gold back from the Market? 
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Our Networks Coverage 
Indonesia _ 

New Zealand _ 

Malaysia _ 

USA _ 

Europe _ 

United Kingdom _ 

United Arab Emirates _ 

P.T. Khatulistiwa Raya Energy is holding company for PT. Khatulistiwa Mandala 

Energy (Specializing in Refinery Project) and PT.  
Khatulistiwa Mandala Energy (Specializing in LNG Project) .  
We are one of Indonesia's independent Oil Trading companies which have the   
license to import the oil products issued by The Government of Indonesia 

(Department of Energy and Mineral Resources The Republic of Indone-

sia).        Niaga Umum Licence 

In Association with First Edge Ltd 
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Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading Dubai based trader of gold, silver and other 
precious metals and has established trading relationships to international suppliers, mines, 
major trading houses, refineries and purchasers. Aurora has established itself as a highly 
reputable trading partner and one of the foremost gateways to the physical precious metals 
market in Dubai. 
 
 
 
 
 
Our company, by virtue of its purchasing power and liquidity, is able to buy and sell precious 
metals at highly competitive market rates and is thus able to achieve the best pricing levels 
for its clients. With state of the art melting and laboratory facilities Aurora ensures accuracy 
and combines this with the highest level of integrity. 
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Dubai Based Refinery 

Aurora Precious Metals Group is located at the Gold  
and Diamond Park in Dubai, U.A.E. 
 
AURORA PRECIOUS METALS GROUP FZC 
OPERATIONS AND TRADING OFFICE 
Building 1, Suite 124B, Box 283449 
Gold & Diamond Park 



 

 

The new Basel III international banking laws 
 

Started on Sep. 10th, 2013, 
 

The Basics 
 
The seller must provide POP BEFORE THE BUYER'S BANK CAN DELIVER POF 

 
Please note then that no bank is allowed to open any bank instrument (BG, 
LC,SBLC, RDLC etc.) unless the full POP package is sent to the bank with a 
signed contract. 
 
Also, please note that seller's banks cannot confirm POP.   
 
They can only confirm that they hold documents which they believe are proof of 
product. 
 
It will remain the duty of the buyer to verify the validity of any such POP in con-
junction with their own bank. 
 
 

1) All offers NOW received by a buyer, its Directors/Mandates/Operational 
staff shall and will be REJECTED, that does not have fully verifiable POP in 
the form of Tank Receipts/ FULL SGS report and not just the back page. 
This will also include in the buying procedure the ability to perform a FULL 
DIP TEST on the product for bank verification.  

2)  
Any offer received or presented that requires a NCNDA/IMFPA ahead of 
any POP shall and will be REJECTED  

3)  
It is the responsibility of the receiver on behalf of a buyer to make sure that 
the offer fits the operating procedures of the buyer, THERE WILL BE NO 
EXCEPTIONS TO THIS PROCEDURE  
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We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in 

consulting with the highest knowledge of most Gold 

and Diamond Products, which includes purchasing and 

selling, we are direct with titleholders or principles on 

most transaction’s all around the Globe. 

Director of Gold & Diamonds: Miss Anne Huttenga 

For more Info:  

Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 
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About The New Format 
 
Beginning January 2014, GIA’s benchmark laboratory reports will have a new look. 
They’ll contain the same trusted grading and identification data in an easier-to-read 
format.  The reports will also contain enhanced security features and unique QR 
codes providing direct access to Report Check for quick report verification. The new 
reports consume less paper and other materials to help clients reduce their storage 
and postage costs. 
 
Exchanging Reports for the Revised Format 
 
The introduction of the revised format will not affect the validity of previously issued 
reports. If you’d still like to exchange your current report for one in the new format, 
GIA’s Reissue Program offers a cost-effective way to do so. 
 
 Reports Qualifying for Reissue:  Any prior version report dated on or after January 
1, 2013.  Reports dated prior to January 1, 2013 are subject to the standard update 
service and fees,  
  
Reissue Fees: 
 Reports dated January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013: $10 USD for Dossier; $15 USD 
for all other reports,  Reports dated July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013: No Charge 
 
 All requests for reissues at these special rates must be submitted by December 31, 
2014, otherwise regular Update Service and corresponding fees apply. 
 
 How the Reissue Program works: 
• Complete a Reissue Request form and submit along with your current report to   
  any GIA laboratory or intake location worldwide 
• You do not need to resubmit your gemstones 
• Free shipping and handling 
• Please allow up to 10 business days to process after report are received 
• Reports issued in new format will carry the date of the original report 
• If payment is required, you will be invoiced in the local currency of the lab where   
  you submitted 
• Reissue program expires December 31, 2014 
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Several international mining corporations have established regional headquarters in Bot-
swana and are looking for diamonds, uranium, gold and oil. Many have come back with posi-
tive results. Galane Gold Ltd announced that it has kicked off its first ore exploration from 
Tau underground in the northern part of the country. 
 
Galane Gold or GG is a Toronto-based investment firm, an unhedged gold producer and ex-
plorer acting in mining operation and exploration in the Republic of Botswana. It is a publi-
cally traded company which is listed on both the TSX Venture Exchange and the Botswana 
Stock Exchange. Galane Gold has already had several extensive exhibitions in the manage-
ment of mining and exploring programs. 
 
“This gold exploration is an expected evolution in order to improve the company’s perform-
ance,” GG said. The firm contributes with senior professional employees, who are committed 
to respect the environment and the communities in which they work. 
 
At the beginning, GG didn’t have the intention to pursue the resource of gold in Tau through 
underground mining. It started the project in the fourth quarter of 2013 and has finished its 
forced portal entry at the bottom of the existing Tau pit and the installation of the entire infra-
structure required for the exploration. The company has put a graphical presentation of the 
detailed mining plan on the reported resource to mine about 85,000 ounces of gold over the 
next three years. 
 
Ravi Sood, the Chief executive officer of Galane Gold, stated, “This project is a major step in 
the evolution of the company both with regards to a change from open pit mining to under-
ground mining and our plans to extend mine life through further exploration.” He then added, 
“We have completed this project within six months and from our own operating cash-flows is 
a testament to the experienced management team that we have put in place." 
 
Botswana is ranked as the best investment jurisdiction in Africa, according to World Bank 
Global Investment Benchmarking Report. According to the Fraser Institute Global survey of 
Mining Companies best African mining jurisdiction and the seventh best mining country glob-
ally. It also has a strong economic environment. In fact, Botswana is regarded as the best 
mining country in Africa. It has political stability and strong GDP growth. Its status as an Eng-
lish speaking country is why Multinational firms such as Galane Gold can operate on its 
ground. The Australian firm, Gallery Gold, however, has also its entire exploration of Gold in 
the country. The company’s most prospect exploration was the Mupane Gold Mine which 
officially opened in February 2005, will produce approximately 100,000 ounces of gold per 
year. Apart from that, Botswana is an emerging mining powerhouse.  
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Global gold prices may have been manipulated on 50 per cent of occasions between Janu-
ary 2010 and December 2013, according to analysis by Fideres, a consultancy. 
 
The findings come amid a probe by German and UK regulators into alleged manipulation of 
the gold price, which is set twice a day by Deutsche Bank, HSBC, Barclays, Bank of Nova 
Scotia and Societal Générale in a process known as the “London gold fixing”. 
 
Fideres’ research found the gold price frequently climbs (or falls) once a twice-daily confer-
ence call between the five banks begins, peaks (or troughs) almost exactly as the call ends 
and then experiences a sharp reversal, a pattern it alleged may be evidence of “collusive 
behaviour”. 
 
“[This] is indicative of panel banks pushing the gold price upwards on the basis of a strat-
egy that was likely predetermined before the start of the call in order to benefit their existing 
positions or pending orders,” Fideres concluded. 
 
“The behaviour of the gold price is very suspicious in 50 per cent of cases. This is not 
something you would expect to see if you take into account normal market factors,“ said 
Alberto Thomas, a partner at Fideres. 
 

Alasdair Macleod, head of research at GoldMoney, a dealer in physical gold, added: “When 

the banks fix the price, the advantage they have is that they know what orders they have in 

the pocket. There is a possibility that they are gaming the system.” 

 
Pension funds, hedge funds, commodity trading advisers and futures traders are most likely 
to have suffered losses as a result, according to Mr Thomas, who said that many of these 
groups were “definitely ready” to file lawsuits.  
 
Daniel Brockett, a partner at law firm Quinn Emanuel, also said he had spoken to several 
investors concerned about potential losses. 
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Gold price rigging fears put investors on alert 

FEM gets it rights about the Gold Titans 
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US regulator has sued 16 banks for allegedly manipulating the London interbank offered rate 
(Libor). 
 
The Libor rate is used to set trillions of dollars of financial contracts, including mortgages and 
financial transactions around the world. 
 
The regulator said the manipulation caused substantial losses to 38 US banks which were 
shut down during and after the 2008 financial crisis. 
 
The sued banks include Barclays, HSBC, Citigroup and Royal Bank of Scotland. 
The British Bankers' Association (BBA) has also been sued by the regulator - the US Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). 
 
"BBA participated in the alleged scheme to protect the revenue stream it generated from 
selling Libor licenses and to appease the Panel Bank Defendants that were members of the 
BBA," it was quoted as saying by the AFP news agency. 
 
The FDIC alleged that the banks mentioned in its lawsuit rigged the rate from August 2007 to 
at least mid-2011. 
 
Other banks named in the lawsuit include Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, Deutsche 
Bank, Lloyds Bank, Credit Suisse, UBS, and Rabobank 
 
Growing pressure 

Libor is the average rate at which banks lend money to one another and is decided on a 
daily basis. 
 
Most of the world's biggest banks contribute estimates to form the Libor. 
But there have been allegations that some have looked to profit from it by understating or 
overstating their submissions. 
 
Over the past two years, regulators across the globe have been investigating the manipula-
tion of the rate and there have been $3.7bn (£2.26bn) in fines to date. 
A string of international banks and brokers, including Barclays and the Royal Bank of Scot-
land, have faced both criminal and civil penalties for their involvement in the scandal. 
Some banks have also been found to have understated their submissions in the period dur-
ing and after the financial crisis. 
 
They did so in order to avoid the perception that they were having to borrow at higher inter-
est rates than their peers and might therefore be in financial difficulty. 
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Libor change aims to prevent rigging scandal repeat 

The  body is to change how the key Libor interest rate is set, in order to avoid a repeat of last 
year's rigging scandal. 
 
The British Bankers' Association (BBA) said publication of banks' individual submissions 
would be embargoed for three months to avoid "manipulation". 
 
The Libor rate is used to set trillions of dollars of financial contracts, including many mort-
gages. 
 
The change, after a review by the government, will start on 1 July. 
 
The bank submissions will "remain available in real-time to the Libor benchmark administra-
tors, for the purposes of calculating the rate and for monitoring and surveillance". 
 
However, individual banks will no longer be able to see each others' estimates of their bor-
rowing costs - which are used to calculate Libor - on the day of submission. 
 
Last year, Barclays was fined £290m ($454m) by British and US regulators for manipulation 
of Libor and Euribor interbank rates between 2005 and 2009. 
 
Several other banks have also been implicated in the scandal. They were found to have col-
luded in fixing the Libor setting in order to boost the profits of traders prior to the financial 
crisis. 
 
Individual banks were also found to have under-stated their submissions in the period during 
and after the crisis, in order to avoid the perception that they were having to borrow at higher 
interest rates than their peers and might therefore be in financial difficulty. 
 
The London Inter-bank Offered Rate (Libor) is currently set in London and is meant to reflect 
the average rate that banks pay to lend to each other. 
 
It is used to benchmark everything from car loans and mortgages to complex financial trans-
actions around the world. 
 
It is currently set each day by the BBA based on estimates received from 16 major interna-
tional banks in London of how much they must pay in order to borrow cash from other banks. 
Euribor is the eurozone equivalent of Libor. 
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The discovery by the French state-owned railway company SNCF that 2,000 new trains are 
too wide for many station platforms is embarrassing, but far from the first time a small mis-
measurement or miscalculation has had serious repercussions. 
 
The French fiasco has been blamed by SNCF on the national rail operator RFF. But some-
times there is no-one else to share responsibility. Here are 10 examples where a little error 
has proved very expensive, or even fatal. 
 

1. The Mars Climate Orbiter  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Designed to orbit Mars as the first interplanetary weather satellite, the Mars Orbiter was lost 
in 1999 because one Nasa team used imperial units while another used metric.  
 
The $125m probe came too close to Mars as it tried to manoeuvre into orbit, and is thought 
to have been destroyed by the planet's atmosphere. An investigation said the "root cause" of 
the loss was the "failed translation of English units into metric units" in a piece of ground soft-
ware. 
 

2. The Vasa warship  

 

 

 

In 1628, crowds in Sweden watched in horror as a new warship, Vasa, sank less than a mile 
into her maiden voyage, with the death of 30 people on board. Armed with 64 bronze can-
nons, it was considered by some to be the most powerful warship in the world. Experts who 
have studied it since it was raised in 1961 say it is asymmetrical, being thicker on the port 
side than the starboard side.  
 
One reason for this could be that the workmen were using different systems of measure-
ment. Archaeologists have found four rulers used by the workmen who built the ship. Two 
were calibrated in Swedish feet, which had 12 inches, while the other two measured Amster-
dam feet, which had 11 inches. 
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3. The "Gimli Glider"  

In 1983, an Air Canada flight ran out of fuel above Gimli, Manitoba. Canada had switched to 
the metric system in 1970, and the plane is reported to have been Air Canada's first aircraft 
to use metric measurements.  
 
The plane's on-board fuel gauge was not working, so the crew used measuring "dripsticks" 
to check how much fuel the plane took on during refuelling. Things went wrong when they 
converted this measurement of volume into one of weight. They got the number right, but the 
unit wrong - mistaking pounds of fuel for kilograms. As a result the plane was carrying about 
half as much fuel as they thought. Luckily, the pilot was able to land the plane safely on the 
Gimli runway, giving the plane the nickname "Gimli Glider". 
 

4. The Hubble Space Telescope  

 

 

 

The Hubble telescope is famous for its beautiful space images, and is considered a great 
success for Nasa. However, it got off to a very rocky start. The first images sent back by the 
telescope were fuzzy because the telescope's main mirror was too flat. It wasn't out by much 
- only 2.2 microns, or about 1/50th the thickness of a human hair - but this was enough to put 
the project in jeopardy. One theory is that a speck of paint on a device used to test the mirror 
resulted in distorted measurements. Luckily, scientists manage to fix the problem in 1993, 
using an instrument called the Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement 
(Costar). This cancelled out the error in the main mirror, by matching it in reverse. 
 

5. Big Ben  

 

 

 

The Big Ben bell at the Houses of Parliament in London cracked during testing in 1857 and 
was melted down to be recast. But the new bell, winched into position over three days in 
1859, also quickly cracked. Disputes raged over who was at fault - there was even a libel 
case. One theory is that the massive hammer, at 6.5 hundredweight, was too heavy - at least 
for the particular alloy the bell was made from (seven parts tin to 22 of copper). The foun-
dries which cast the bells had always argued this material was too brittle. The second bell 
was not replaced (it is still cracked), just rotated by an eighth of a turn. The hammer, how-
ever, was replaced by a lighter one. 
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6. Stonehenge model  
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the 1984 mockumentary This is Spinal Tap, the members of a fictional rock group order a 
model of a Stonehenge megalith for their stage show - but the note written on a napkin mis-
takenly asks for a model 18 inches tall, instead of 18 feet. Curiously, and probably coinciden-
tally, the British rock band Black Sabbath had experienced the opposite problem during its 
Born Again tour in 1983. Its replica of Stonehenge was so big, it got in the way of the band, 
and very few of the "stones" would fit on the stage.  
 
One version of the story says there was a mix-up between metres and feet. 
 

7. The Laufenburg bridge  

 

 
 
 
 
 

What is sea level? It varies from one place to another, and different countries use different 
benchmarks. "For example, Britain has measured height in relation to mean sea levels in 
Cornwall, while France measures height in relation to sea levels in Marseille," says Dr Philip 
Woodworth, of the National Oceanography Centre Liverpool. Germany, for its part, meas-
ures height in relation to the North Sea, while Switzerland, like France, opts for the Mediter-
ranean Sea.  
 
This caused a problem in Laufenburg, a town that straddles Germany and Switzerland. As 
two halves of a new bridge grew closer to one another in 2003, it became clear that, instead 
of being at the same height "above sea level", one side was 54cm higher than the other. 
Builders knew that there was a 27cm between the two different versions of sea level - but 
somehow the difference was doubled, rather than cancelled out. The German side reportedly 
had to be lowered before the bridge could be completed. 
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8. Scott's diet  

 

 

 

 

The polar explorer Robert Falcon Scott made a fatal miscalculation about the amount of food 
his men would need on their 1910-1912 expedition to the South Pole. They were given ra-
tions of 4,500 calories per day, which is now known to be insufficient when hauling sledges, 
and especially at higher altitudes.  
 
According to Dr Mike Stroud, a polar veteran and expert in nutrition, the explorers were get-
ting some 3,000 calories per day less than their bodies needed, and would have lost about 
25kg of body weight before they reached their destination and started the return journey. 
Scott and his companions on the trip to the pole are now assumed to have died of starvation. 
 

9. The Sochi biathlon track  

 
 
 
 
 

The day before the opening of the Sochi Winter Olympics, it was discovered that the biathlon 
track - which should be a loop of 2.5km (1.6 miles) - was 40m (130ft) short. Competitors in 
7.5km events would have covered less than 7.4km, while those in 12.5km events would 
have done 12.3km. Some hasty repair work ensured the track was the right length for the 
first event three days later. Lengthening a biathlon track is clearly easier than lengthening a 
swimming pool. It's often been reported that 50m swimming pools at Crystal Palace in Lon-
don and Leeds were made a few centimetres too short - sometimes, it's said, because the 
designers forgot about the thickness of the tiles. These stories, however, appear to be urban 
myths. A similar report about Portsmouth's Olympic pool in 2011 also turned out to be incor-
rect. 
 

10. The Millennium Bridge  

 
 
 
 
 

To mark the new millennium, London got a new footbridge in June 2000, linking the newly 
opened Tate Modern art gallery, on the south bank of the Thames, with the north bank near 
St Paul's cathedral. But people noticed that the 350m-long structure wobbled alarmingly as 
they walked across. The designers had failed to take into account the "synchronised footfall" 
effect - as the bridge began to sway, people would adjust their footsteps to the rhythm of the 
bridge's movements, inadvertently magnifying them. The following year, work began to in-
stall dampers, like car shock absorbers, to reduce the bridge's bounce. It was reopened in Febru-
ary 2002.  
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Precious Real Estates Company Ltd. is an organ of Precious Group of Companies specializing in land and real-

estate brokering and management. Currently, Precious GOC has a prime real-estate covering several plots of lands 

labelled ”Precious Lands” located near Accra – the capital of Ghana. 
 

We also have Gold Mining Concession with License and Permit for Lease or Joint Venture ship  

CRT 
China Resource Trading 

China Resource Trading (China) provides business advisory and investment services for companies wanting 
to establish a presence in China. We offer our clients the necessary Chinese investment savvy and interna-
tional management expertise to facilitate sound investment choices in China. Our expertise is demonstrated 
daily with the successful execution of our own China operations, info@first-edge.co.uk 

Special Promotions Offer! Time limited until 20th January, 2014. 

Save 40% on all land purchases 

mailto:info@preciousplots.co.uk
http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/
http://www.tig-china.com/
http://www.tig-china.com/


 

 

 

 

 

(A)   What’s the best speed to drive on a highway for optimum fuel efficiency? 

55 

65 

60 

70 

 

(B)  Which is NOT a website that provides information on gas prices? 

GasBuddy.com 

GasPriceWatch.com 

AltFuelPrices.com 

They all provide information on gas prices 

 

(C)  Accelerating and braking quickly can reduce fuel efficiency by how many miles per 

gallon? 

1 mile 

2 miles 

3 miles 

4 miles 

 

(D) Which is a gas-saving myth? 

Buying gas in the morning when temperatures are cooler gets you a denser, better quality of fuel. 

Properly inflated tires can help your gas mileage. 

Not following your car’s maintenance guidelines can decrease your gas mileage. 

Using an incorrect weight of motor oil can affect your gas mileage. 

 

(E) For every 100 extra pounds it carries, your car: 

Can lose 1 to 2 percent of fuel efficiency. 

Will pay more in tolls. 

Will have uneven tire wear. 

None of the above.Check Answer 

 
For all these answers please go to FE Magazine Website: www.femagazine.co.uk 
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(F)  In the USA what are some the perks that owners of hybrid or electric cars can receive? 

A state income tax credit. 

Access to carpool lanes on certain state roads and highways. 

Free parking in some cities. 

All of the above 

 

(G)  Some websites can help estimate the fuel costs of your trip if you enter in:  

Your starting point and destination plus the make, model and year of your car. 

How much money you can afford to spend on gas. 

How long you will be driving. 

The average speed you will be driving during your trip. 
 

 

(H)  If you let your car idle for two minutes: 

You will overheat your engine. 

You will use as much fuel as you would as if you drove one mile. 

You will use gas in your reserve tank. 

You will damage your clutch if you have a manual transmission. 
 

(I)  In 2009, which age group was the largest purchaser of hybrid vehicles? 

Ages 16 to 17 

Ages 18 to 44 

Ages 55 to 74 

Age 75 and older 

 

(J)  Which car maintenance checks or features can help with your gas mileage? 

Keeping gas cap tightened 

Cruise control 

Manual transmissions (stick shifts) 

All of the above 
 
 

For all these answers please go to FE Magazine Website: www.femagazine.co.uk 
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Clay Shooting Experience Day 

 
4x4 Land Rover Defender Experience Day  
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Have a day of adventure with 64% off on this 4x4 Land Rover Defender Experience 

Day now only £120 instead of £335. Treat that rebel inside to some adrenalin packed 

fun and enjoy a free lunch too  

 
 Drive Defender with a fully qualified instructor. 

 Get to grips with the techniques & challenge of 4x4 off road driving. 

 Learn to handle mud, rough terrain, hill climbs, steep descents & deep water. 

 Each session tailored to individual driver. 
 

Great Discount  through FE Magazine, for more info  email : info@femagazine.co.uk 

Both these Offers are UK Based Only 

Take your aim at Clay shooting for only £79. Whether you're a beginner or an expert, 

try your luck at this charming British sport.  

Great Discount  through FE Magazine, for more info  email : info@femagazine.co.uk 
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Email: info@embassyfirst.com  Website: www.embassyfirst.com 

Luxury Concierge Service 

Welcome to Embassy First, we are able to offer a vast amount of knowledge to Embassy's, At 
Embassy First we are constantly reviewing our products which is held on our vast range of 
listed companies and government regulations around the world. 
 
We also have direct contact with the others agencies  in most known countries around the 
world. 
 
The product’s we have available can range from something as simple as being a Visa courier 
service to various major services from looking after the ambassadors private residences, chauf-
fer's, home sitters, and more. 

Email: info@embassyfirst.com  Website: www.embassyfirst.com 



 

 

First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

 
 
 
 
 

For more Info:  

Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk 

 
DIESEL D-2 GAS OIL RUSSIAN GOST 305-82 

AVIATION FUEL 

MAZUT 

CRUDE OIL 

LNG 

We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in fuel purchase and sales 

transaction with titleholders all around the world for most major fuel products. 

First Edge Ltd is specially Designed to meet all your 

requirements in Today's Fuel Commodity Market 



 

 

 

FIRST EDGE LTD 

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN COMMODITIES, 

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS, AND SUPPLY SERVICE 

 

OUR MARKETING IS BASED ON LOGISTICS 

AND BEING ONE OF THE BEST IN LOGISTICS GLOBALLY 

 

WHERE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO MEET ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

OUR DATABASE CATERS FOR MOST COMMODITIES  GLOBALLY  
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First Edge Medical mission is to provide hospitals, medical centres, surgery centres and physi-
cian’s groups, also healthcare facilities with the highest-quality medical-surgical products 
and supplies at the best pricing levels supported by superior levels of customer service 
 
Whether your hospital purchases through your own purchasing department and team, a 
buying group, or a Group Purchasing Organization (GPO), you can rely on First Edge Medical 

to assume responsibility to deliver the volume of products, service and support tailored spe-
cifically to your organization’s unique needs. Please call us at +44 208-769-0070 or email 
info@first-edge.co.uk 
 

 
Our Main Contact’s  
 
Miss A Hunttenga   
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FE Magazine Disclosures 
Please note all the services described herein the next 2 pages list possible service       features and/or sample 
institutions for information purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms 
may or may not contain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.  
 
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in  our magazine or our 
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative pur-
poses and you agree to consult with your  legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or any 
kind. 
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      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                     Reference Number 

      Bitumen                                Salesman                     U.A.E                       FEJV09986554 

Candidate should have a minimum of 5 years experience in sales of Bitumen in various markets. Candidate   

should have a proven track record of sales in Africa, UAE, India and Bangladesh. We prefer a candidate 

who is based in Dubai                 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

      Trading  Comp                     Receptionist/Admin       London                   FEJV09986555 

Candidate should have a minimum of 10 years experience as Receptionist/Admin. Candidate  must have a 

proven track record .  candidate has to be based in London (UK) 

 

      Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

      Trading  Floor                       Bonds Trader             London                        FEJV09986556 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

       Job Vacancy                         Position                      Country                      Reference Number 

       Trading House                      Trade Analyst             London                       FEJV09986557 

Candidate should have a minimum of  5 years experience of  working on a trading floor and all current 

references should be no longer than 6 months with  proven track record .  candidate has to be based in Lon-

don (UK) 

 

Please Send Pictured CV to info@femagazine.co.uk or dm@first-edge.co.uk  
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STEAM COAL  

 

 

Subject: U.S. Steam Coal Offer (High Calorific Value)  

 

We, the undersigned, AMAN INC., along with our coal mining and trading partners in U.S., hereby 

offer with full corporate authority and responsibility to sell the following commodity under the ma-

jor terms and conditions as specified in this Soft Corporate Offer as follows :  

1. Product: U.S. West Virginia 6,590 Kcal (GCV, ADB)/5,756 Kcal (NAR) Steam Coal  

2. Quantity: 60,000 MT + per month for 1 year (with R&E)  

 

Delivery: FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A. (If necessary, CIF offer possible)  

3. First Shipment: June, 22013 or earlier according to buyer’s request  

4. Inspection: SGS or similar at the Port of Loading  

5. Price: US$63 Net/MT, FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A  

6. Performance Bond: 2 %  

7. Payment: Revolving irrevocable confirmed Documentary Letter of Credit issued by top  

 

20 World Banks, 100%% at sight after loading.  

 

8. SPECIFICATIONS:  

 
 

 

ITEM UNIT RANGE 

Total Moisture 

(ARB) 

% wt 12.69 

Ash Content 

(ADB) 

% wt 17.50 

Total Sulfur 

(ADB) 

% wt 0.55 

Gross Calorific 

Value (AADB) 

Kcal/Kg 6,593 

Net Calorific 

Value (ARRB) 

Kcal/Kg 5,756 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
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IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM001175ad 

GOLD BULLION  BUYER’S 

Iron Ore & Sugar 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008875ad 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM004875ad 

Steam Coal 

 

 
First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

2 DIRECT BUYER FOR GOLD BULLION (PHYSICAL) DEPOSITED IN 

EUROPE OR THE SWISS  

 
First) BUYER PROCEDURES:  
POP X POF  simultaneously - BANK TO BANK  

DESC. LEAST 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER SIDES - ALL IN THE SIDE OF THE SALE OF THESE 1.50%  
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  

100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 
Second BUYER  

FED 2007-YEAR PROCEDURES PATROT Act I y II  
MINIMUM DISCOUNT OF 10.0% vs. 7.0%  
1.50% SELLER OPEN SIDES  

1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED  
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS  
 

SCO FULL NOT SANETIZED 

WE OFFER THE SEEDS OF STEEL BUYERS WITH INTEREST AS FOLLOWS SFEKPIKASI 

Fe 55-58% 
 
FeO 17%min 

... SiO2 5%MAX 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Al2O3 3%MAX 

... S 0.9%MAX 

P 0.9%MAX 
TiO2 7% 
Moisture Free Moisture Loss at 105 Degree centigrade Max 8% 

0-10 mm 90% Min 
Size 10-40mm 
 

IF THERE ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008775ad 
SUGAR 
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 

REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L 
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L 

REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL  
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP    CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK 
 

 
 
 

 
 

53-51 GCV (3500NAR) Indonesian Steam Coal  
50,000mt per month @ usd53/ CFR Indian Ports. Interested buyers 



 

 

 

Product: Most Commodities 

FIRST EDGE COMMODITIES 

BAIRD & Co 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: Diamonds 

Company Name 

Specialists in Precious Metals  

Baird & Co. was established as a firm in 1967 dealing in numismatic 
gold coins of the world moving towards volume dealing in bullion gold 
as government restrictions eased in the 1970s. 

Cash Purchases of Gold Bars  

 

First-Edge Commodities are able to sell and locate most commodities.  
Invites all Buyers—Sellers or mandate’s around the world.  We have a 
vast database of tried and tested buyers and sellers and we are also 
mandated by Major’s in the Commodity Industry.  

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Web: first-edge.co.uk                                                                                   
E-mail: info@first-edge.co.uk  

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds       Available    Sugar  Available 
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds      Available     Rice  Available 
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust          Available     Cooking Oil Available 
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars  Available     Coffee  Available 
BLCO        Available Steel   Available     Co Co   Available 
Basra Lite     Available HMS   Available      
LPG-LNG  Not Available Cement  Available 

             FUEL ’s      Metal’s and None Metal’s Products                         FOOD 

WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL  

First-Edge Notice Board 

International Headquarters 
580 Fifth Avenue, 28th Floor 
New York NY 10016 
Tel +1-212-575-8848 
Fax +1-212-840– 0496 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

First-Edge is a Member of 
GOLD PROTECTION COUNCIL 

INTERPOL 



 

 

Our unique position in the property industry enables us to operate on many levels and 
allows us to use the cachet associated with our prime contacts around the world to 
gain unparalleled access to the world’s most affluent clients. Furthermore, it allows us 
to draw upon the vast resources available across the group, enabling us to tailor the 
comprehensive range of services we provide. 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Web: www.pl2l.net 

E-mail: dm@pl2l.net  

Product:: BLCO 

 

Product: Gold 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Product: Properties 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

Places  2  Live 

ENERGY BRASIL 

Energy-Brasil 
P.O. Box 408  
4940AK Raamsdonksveer 

Amsterdam Gold 
Specialists in Private Customer Services  

 
Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke 
services to overseas businesses.   
Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service in which Amsterdam Gold will 
help provide clients with products and services not easily accessible in some coun-
tries. 
 
Become a client of Amsterdam Gold and you will automatically be provided with 
your own dedicated personal account who will offer you full support on all our ser-
vices.   
 
All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous 
services individually. 

Product:: Gold  

AngloGold Ashanti, one of the world’s foremost gold exploration, mining and 
marketing companies, holds a portfolio of operations and projects on four conti-
nents, and has a worldwide exploration programme. We work across the full 
spectrum of the mining value chain, and are concerned with the impact of our 
activities on the diverse communities and environments in which we operate.  

 E-mail:  media@anglogoldashanti.com 
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Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: BLCO 

Specialists in Diamonds  

Locater and Seller of Diamonds in 

most African States 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

First-Edge Commodities has signed a long term contract to supply with CRT a 
Chinese company to supply diamonds and Gold from most African Countries,  

This consists of a variable of choices to help the seller in getting the Gold and 
Diamonds with a capacity to collect by freight flight or private Jet 

Tel: +44 20 8769 0060 
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070 
Mob.:+44 7800744523 
Skype first.edge1 

Web: first-edge.co.uk                                                                                   

MAZUT     Available Uncut Diamonds        
BITUMEN  Available Polish Diamonds       
JP54        Available (AU) Gold Dust           
D2        Available (AU) Dore Bars   
Diamonds    Available Rough/ Uncut  
GOLD     Available Bars/Dust  
  

Product:: BLCO 

 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 

Corporate Headquarters  

NNPC Towers, Central Business District,  

Herbert Macaulay Way,  

P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja. 

Website: www.nnpcgroup.com 

Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com 

Product: Most Commodities 

JJT Trader Headquarters  

All info and Enquiries are directed 

through First Edge Ltd. 

First-Edge Notice Board 

Joint Partnership 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

CRT 
China Resource Trading 

http://extrove.com/taylormade-r1-driver/


 

 

Product: Most Commodities 

Avocado  Gold 

Global Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product: Most Commodities 

Imperial Oil 

Specialists in Diamonds and Precious Metals  

GC has direct, free and clear disposal of Diamonds from most 
country of origin being Genuine. 

 

A Soutth African Company 

 

Imperial Oil Trading Limited 
Registered Office: 62 lanbourne  Place. Docklands  

Director: Dr Husam Darweesh  

Tel: +44-207- 5380891  

First-Edge Notice Board 

ADVACADO GOLD Associates SA 

 

1st Floor, Rivonia Centre, Rivonia Blvd 2181 

Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa 

 
GSM: +27 (0) 766088465 

Office: +27 (0) 11807 8525 

Office Fax: +27 (0) 76 608 8465 

ABOUT US 

 
We are Brokers, Negotiators, Advisors and Consultants. We strategize, we analyses, 
We implement, we deliver, We provide to African Governments and also to first 

world companies seeking to grow into the African marketplace. We are Business De-

velopment and PR practitioner, bringing over 15 years of Global world-class experi-

ence to bear. 

Fuel Specialists  

AVOCADO GOLD 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 



 

 

Product: Most Commodities 

Globex Mineral co Ltd 

Embassy First 

Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Ltd 

Specialists in Private Customer Services  

Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of be-
spoke services to overseas businesses.  Clients will receive a first class and 
exclusive service, in which Embassy First will help provide clients with prod-
ucts and services not easily accessible in some countries.    
                              
Become a client of Embassy First and you will automatically be provided with 
your own dedicated personal assistant, who will offer you full support on all 
services.  All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay 
for numerous services individually. 

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

Consultancy and Advisory Service 

 
African Lion has extensive longstanding and personal relationships with in 
the Gold community  throughout Africa, Europe and Middle East.  
 
We work and are operational in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda and Ghana. 

    Who is Globex   
                                                     

Globex Mineral Ltd is a strong family run business which has a long track 
record of  selling Gold & Copper Cathode also a strong consistency in 
supplying other buyers around the world. 
 
Globex also has other small sellers who uses the companies  
facilities to sell their products such as Copper Cathode, Gold, Cooking 
Oil, Fish. 
 

First-Edge Notice Board 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

African Lion Africa 
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Product: Most Commodities 

Product:: First Edge Ltd 

First-Edge Notice Board 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

 

Who is Kronkron Lands 
 

Precious Real Estates Company Ltd. is an organ of Precious Group 
of Companies specializing in land and real-estate brokering and 
management. Currently, Precious GOC has a prime real-estate cov-
ering several plots of lands labelled ”Precious Lands” located near 
Accra – the capital of Ghana. 

Deciding to buy a land is a big decision that requires careful consideration. Buying any property has long-term 

financial implications and you need to make sure that if you are also buying with a mortgage, you set yourself 

a realistic purchasing budget which would be comfortable to meet every month taking your other financial out-

goings. 

Specialists in Energy and Mineral Resources  

We are one of Indonesia's independent Oil Trading companies 
which have the   license to import the oil products issued by The 
Government of Indonesia 
(Department of Energy and Mineral Resources The Republic of 

Indonesia).       

Contact Customer Services:  +44 20 8769 0070 

Aurora Precious Metals Group FZC is a leading Dubai based 
trader of gold, silver and other precious metals and has estab-
lished trading relationships to international suppliers, mines, 
major trading houses, refineries  

Specialists in Precious Metals Refining  



 

 

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry, 
where the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the most serious 
impact that pertains in Oil and other commodities transactions. 
 
FEM is happy to release this very important message to anyone involved in the commodities indus-
try concerning the new measures with respect to all Buyers and Sellers conducting business` trans-
actions around the globe. 
  
From now on, if an ICPO, LOI, RWA, or BCL is issued and the document is not real, true and/or 
actually verifiably factual, the Buyer will be able to inform the FBI, ICC, and INTERPOL. In addition, 
after an FCO is sent to the Buyer, there should be a formal answer to Seller from Buyer in a timely 
manner in accordance with the agreement between parties. 
 
If there is no response from the Buyer in a timely manner, the buying company will be reported to 
the FBI, ICC and INTERPOL. If this action is repeated by sellers, they too will also be reported for 
abuse of the NCND, LOI, ICPO, AND RWA OR BCL, FOR THIS IS NOW A FEDERAL OFFENSE. 
  
It is important to transmit this to all clients that work with providers that are members of the ICC, 
FBI, and other international organizations. From this point forward, the international codes will be 
strictly enforced to exclude all intruders that send or transmit false information. Those who submit a 
false NCND/IMFPA, LOI, ICPO, RWA or BCL, or FCO, as well as FALSE PROOF OF PRODUCT 
(POP), FALSE PROOF OF FUNDS (POF) WILL BE CHARGED WITH A CRIME. 
  
This offense went into effect on November 15, 2008 and re-effected in June 2013 after a meeting 
was held between the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Interpol, Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation and Central Intelligence Agency. 
  
The reason for this measurement is to protect the commodities industry which is a fundamental part 
of the world’s economy. 
 

The Non-Circumvention, Non-Disclosure & Working Agreement (NCNDA&IMFPA) we signed and it 

stated: WARNING:  

This should be the most important information released in the commodity industry for years where 
the severity of this warning should make everyone realize the serious impact that pertains in alll oil 
and other commodities transactions. 

 
 
 

 
 

URGENT WARNING FOR ALL BUYER AND SELLER/BROKERS 

Federal Bureau of Investigation  

J. Edgar Hoover Building  
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001  

Investigations@fbi.gov   

INTERPOL IP Crime  

Unit INTERPOL General Secretariat  
200, quai Charles de Gaulle  
69006 Lyon, France  

Fax: +33 (0) 4 72 44 72 21 
Website: www.INTERPOL.int  

Financial Investigation Bureau 

ICC Commercial Crime Services  
Cinnabar Wharf 
26, Wapping High Street                               

London E1W 1NG 
Tel No:  + 44 (0)207 423 6960 
Fax No: + 44 (0)207 423 6961 
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Scammer of the Month   
 

No 1   WANTED   PATRIZIO PILATI                 WANTED and Captured by FE Magazine 
 
First Edge has a full book on him for:   FE  Magazine cannot  reveal  This Scammer   
Fraud, using other companies to obtain credit.           Full ID due to Legal Reason’s                                                                      
(this man is a very good liar be very careful)           If found  Guilty we will Publish  his  full Details) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Subject: Patrizio Pilati 
To: asrtech1981@gmail.com 
 
He is now operating under a company from Dubai, and Australia with A Partner by name Of Alan the 
Company goes by the call letter NTR Nexus Technologies & Resources 
 
Good Day Sir, 
I have just come across your website and I wish I had known about it 3 weeks ago. The snake that that 
man is, is unbelievable.  
 
He has cost me just over $12 000 in flights, accommodation, food and sorts. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 

mailto:asrtech1981@gmail.com


 

 

Strong sandstorm kills four in Iran 
 

A powerful sandstorm brings winds of up to 110km/h (70mph) to 
the Iranian capital Tehran, killing at least four people and injuring 
about 30. 

Apple takes on Dropbox and WhatsApp 
 

At its annual conference for software developers in San Francisco, 
Apple has taken on rivals Dropbox and WhatsApp with a series of 
upgrades that mimic the apps' services. 

 
King Juan Carlos of Spain abdicates 
 
King Juan Carlos of Spain says the time has come to abdicate and 
pass the throne to a younger energised generation, after a reign of 
nearly 40 years 

US unveils coal power curb plans 
 
The Obama administration proposes new rules for US coal power 
plants aimed at dramatically cutting emissions that contribute to 
global warming. 

www.femagazine.co.uk 
SEE OUR WEBSITE : 

Brad Pitt 'attacked' at Maleficent premiere 
 

Pitt was attending the premiere of his partner Angelina Jolie’s new-
est film, Maleficent, at the El Capitan Theatre when a man leaped 
over the crowd barrier and rushed him, reportedly striking him in the 
face, according to Variety. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-27669395
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-27664941
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